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1 Introduction

By using the classification algorithm for EEG signal it

becomes easy to find out performance of Brain computer

interface(BCI). BCI causes direct operation between brain

and computer. Studies showed that a person with severe

neuromuscular disabilities can learn to use a BCI system

by modulating the various features in EEG signal [1]. The

efficiency of a BCI depends on 3 operations. They are: signal

recording; feature extraction from the recorded signal and

classification of the extracted information [2].

The output of the feature extraction unit highly impacts

on the performance of the feature classification unit. The

probability of correctness identification can be increased if

the feature extraction unit transforms the EEG signal in such

a way that the signal to noise ratio (SNR) can be maximized

as much as possible [3]. This paper presents Linear Discrim-

inate Analysis (LDA), a signal classification algorithm for a

MI BCI. For classify EEG signal, it has been used the signal

recorded from the motor cortex area while a subject

performs the imagination of a motor movement.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

the materials and methods applied here are mentioned. Per-

formance measurements are discussed in Section 3 and

results have been showed in section 4. Finally, section 5

concluded the paper.

2 Materials and Methods

In first part the feature extraction has been done by Power

spectral density (PSD) for 22 different channel data. Two

different frequency bands are calculated for those 22 EEG

channels. Then the LDA classifier is used to get more

accurate results. The proposed technique has been used to

devise to an MI related BCI which has been evaluated with

the data provided by the Graz BCI lab as part of the BCI

competition IV data-2a. To validate accuracy measurement

of accuracy and Cohen’s kappa are used in this paper. The

accuracy results of the classification are shown in

Sections 4.

2.1 Data Selection

In research work, the data set consists of EEG data from 9

subjects. The BCI paradigm consisted of 2 different motor

imagery tasks. They are: the imagination of movement of

the left hand (class 1) and right hand (class 2). For each

subject the two sessions were recorded on different times.

Each session is comprised of 6 runs separated by short

breaks. One run consists of 24 trials (12 for each of the

two possible classes), yielding a total of 144 trials per

session. For each session, at the beginning a recording of

approximately 5 minutes was performed to estimate the

EOG influence. The recording was divided into 3 blocks:

two minutes with eyes open (looking at a fixation cross on

the screen), one minute with eyes closed and one minute

with eye movements.

Fig. 1 shows the timing scheme of paradigm. In this

paradigm 0-6 seconds time for one session. Around

2 seconds break makes a total of 8 seconds time for each

session. First 3 seconds for for fixation and maintaining the

cue then 3-6 seconds the potential time for recording the MI

based EEG signal.
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2.2 Feature Extraction

PSD shows the strength of the variations as a function of

frequency. In other words, it shows at which frequencies

variations are strong and at which frequencies variations

are weak. The unit of PSD is energy per frequency (width)

and you can obtain energy within a specific frequency range

by integrating PSD within that frequency range. Computa-

tion of PSD is done directly by the method called FFT or

computing autocorrelation function and then transforming it.

2.3 Classification

Classification is done by LDA. The aim of is to use

hyperplanes to separate the data representing the different

classes. LDA assumes normal distribution of the data, with

equal covariance matrix for both classes. The separating

hyperplane is obtained by seeking the projection that maxi-

mize the distance between the two classes means and mini-

mize the interclass variance. To solve an N-class problem (N

> 2) several hyperplanes are used in LDA. It can be defined

by the equation, which is maximized over all linear

projections, w:

JðwÞ ¼j m1 �m2j2=ðS21 þ S22Þ ð1Þ

Here, m represents the mean, S represents a variance, and

the subscripts denote the two classes [5]. Limitation of LDA

is that, for nonlinear classification it does not provide good

performance always. But the high-dimensional and noisy

nature of EEG often limits the advantage of nonlinear clas-

sification methods [6].

3 Performance Measures

Performance of a BCI system is measured by percentage of

accuracy[7].The performance have been measured to see

evaluate the classification results of LDA for those data.

This is done by percentage of left and right accuracy mea-

surement following the detection of accuracy and Cohen’s

kappa

3.1 Accuracy

The accuracies have been computed for each instant of data

by the classifier’s output (estimated label¼ the sign of d(m),

where right means positive and left means negative) is

compared with actual left or right of MI to prepare a confu-

sion matrix (CM). Using the CM, the left and right

accuracies for each instant of the paradigm are computed

by the following formulae:

Left accuracy ¼ ðfinally obtained negative in CM� 100Þ
ðtotal number of input as leftÞ

ð2Þ

Rightaccuracy ¼ ðfinally obtained positive in CM� 100Þ
ðtotal number of input as rightÞ

ð3Þ

Within the paradigm a total of 50 equi-spaced points were

considered from the 3-8 (5 seconds). Considering all trials

and their actual and estimated labels (left and right), 50 CM

have been made; where positive means both actual and

estimated labels are right and they match; negative means

both actual and estimated label are left and they match. The

left and right accuracies are then computed using equation

(1) for each time point of the paradigm. The mean of left and

right hand MI accuracy was called here as the overall

accuracy.

3.2 Cohen’s Kappa

Cohen’s kappa is a statistical measurement. It provides an

index of interrater reliability. It is an improvement over

using the percent of accuracy, as the procedure of computing

accuracy does not involve the false positive or false negative

effects. The computation of kappa at each instance starts

from the CM prepared by comparing the appearance of two

raters: the actual events and the estimated events (observed

at classifier’s output). From the definition, Cohen’s kappa

can be written as,

Fig. 1 Timing scheme of the paradigm [4].
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k ¼ ðP0 � PcÞ
ð1� PcÞ ð4Þ

where Po means the relative observed agreement between

raters, and Pc for the hypothetical probability of chance

agreement. The maximum possible value of Cohen’s kappa

is limited to 1 and then the raters are in complete agreement.

If there is no agreement among the raters, k ¼ 0 [8].

4 Results and Discussion

The study presented the aim of better performance after

using LDA. Table 1 shows the performances of PSD based

BCI after applying LDA. These results are obtained upon

applying the training and evaluation signals (from 9

subjects) to the respective BCI. Here, column in the table

provides the maximum value of a performance by measuring

(accuracy or kappa). The maximum measurement has been

picked out from its average distribution obtained after aver-

aging across all trials of a session of EEG signal. From

results of training stages in Table 1, the average of max

accuracy from 9 subjects is above 85%; where, there is

around 80% of chances to separate left and right motor

imagery signal if we use the ERD/ERS phenomenon in the

motor cortex EEG signal. It is only a predictive value of

accuracy as the classifier was applied to the same signal on

which it was trained. The training stage’s results for each

subject indicate that the left and right imagination. Hence,

the LDA is an acceptable discrimination technique to iden-

tify the PSD based features into left and right motor imagery.

Table 1 represents over all accuracy and max kappa for

training and evaluation data of 9 different subjects. Compar-

ing with BCI – IVit is found better accuracy applying LDA

here. In BCI – IV for 2a data the maximum average kappa

was 57%. Here, we have got 61% maximum average kappa

using training and valuation data. Individually, for training

data we have obtained 73% average kappa and 49% for

evaluation data.

Fig. 2 depicts the percentage of overall accuracies for

training and evaluation phases. Most of the cases training

accuracies are higher than the evaluation accuraceis. Aver-

age training accuracy 78% where average evaluation accu-

racy around 72 in percentage.

Table 1 Results by classification of EEG by LDA based technique

Subject

Training stage Evaluation stage Both training and evaluation stages

Overall accuracy

Max (in %) Max. kappa

Overall

accuracy Max. kappa Average max kappa

A01 56 0.76 56 0.17 0.47

A02 50 0.56 52 0.40 0.48

A03 99 0.97 93 0.86 0.92

A04 82 0.97 61 0.22 0.60

A05 81 0.64 78 0.57 0.61

A06 69 0.61 69 0.38 0.50

A07 88 0.38 84 0.68 0.53

A08 96 0.75 84 0.68 0.72

A09 81 0.92 72 0.43 0.68

Average 78 0.73 72 0.49 0.61
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Fig. 2 Comparison of accuracy

between training and evaluation

data. Blue bar represents training

accuracy and red bar represents

evaluation accuracy.
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Fig. 3 represents the percentage of kappa for training and

evaluation phases. Except for subject 7 all other cases the

training kappa are higher than the evaluation kappa. Average

training kappa73% where average evaluation kappa around

49 in percentage. Overall average kappa for traininig and

evaluation is around 61%.

5 Conclusion

Proposed technique shows remarkably much higher and

consistent MI task detection accuracy and Cohen’s kappa

in most of the cases. This paper shows LDA classifier with

PSD based feature extraction technique with its application

to an MI based BCI. In BCI competition IV average

maximim kappa accuracy was 57%, we have obtained 61%

by using LDA in this paper. The advantages of using this

classification technique are: it uses a simple computation

from a sliding windowed EEG signal; it provides perfor-

mance measures are observed in training and evaluation

sessions, and the accuracy or kappa distribution over the

time course of paradigm is very similar; In nutshell it is

observed that the LDA classification exposes a propitious

technique for detecting different brain states.
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